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1 INTRODUCTION
Virtual Machine (VM) migrations are done in cloud data centers

(CDC) in various contexts such as evacuating a host machine for

maintenance, balancing the workloads on host machines, optimiz-

ing physical resource utilization, and meeting the custom demands

of the user applications [5]. However, these migrations are costly

in terms of the resource usage and possible service level agreement

(SLA) violations during the migration period. The time required

for migration is an important parameter and is defined in terms

of the size of the VM, the available network bandwidth, the rate

of page dirtying, the size of writable working set etc. [6]. Related

work in the literature [4] [7] [9] proposed models to predict one

or more of these parameters, based on the application behavior

or workload characteristics, before scheduling the migration of

VMs. In this paper, we propose a model to migrate virtual machines

opportunistically such that the SLA violations are minimized. The

idea is to find the time instants (called opportunities) at which, if

the migration is started, the performance implication is minimal.

Scheduling migrations at these opportunities can reduce the count

and rigor of SLA violations. We define an offline and an online

model for opportunistic migration of VMs.

2 MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
Each application instance in the cloud has its own load behavior,

with independent load profile, load level, and load duration. De-

ployment of an application can be represented as a set of VMs that

talk to each other. The VMs may be migrated to a different host for

one or more of the reasons stated earlier.
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Figure 1: Total migration time and down time of migrations
starting at different points on the time line

With near-accurate load/workflows prediction tools, [1] [2] [8]

[10] the IaaS provider can estimate the parameters that influence

VM migration for a longer duration in the future. The idea here is

to use this information to decide on when a VM needs to migrate.

We motivate the importance of finding an appropriate time for

migration using the Figure 1 that shows the total time and down

time for the migrations of a VM, at different time instants during

the execution of 483xalancbmk[11] [3] workload. From the figure,

it can be seen that if the migration starts at 20 seconds from the

execution of workload the migration time and downtime are the

least. Whereas, if the migration starts at 340 seconds, the total time

is 3x and downtime is approximately 200x more compared to that

of the migration at 20 seconds. Hence it is important to choose the

point of migration appropriately.

We assume that the VM to be migrated and the destination host

are already decided, based on the cloud provider’s policy, to meet

a particular objective. Moreover, a buffer time, until the expiry of

which migration is worth, is available to complete the migration.

The VM hosts application(s) with a dynamic workload, and we

do not assume reservation of bandwidth for migrations i.e. the

available bandwidth for a migration is also varying. The problem is

to find time intervals with in the duration of buffer time such that,

the migration performed during any of these intervals does not

exceed the maximum allowed migration time and it is completed

before the expiry of buffer time. Opportunities are the starting

points of such time intervals. The problem is formally defined as

follows.

Let k and l be two host machines in the data center. At time t0, a
VM j on host k is identified for migration to l and the process should
be completed before the expiry of buffer time td (= t0+d ). Parameter

t
j
kl (ti ) is the expected time requirement for migrating the VM j

from source host k to destination host l , if the migration starts

at ti (t0 ≤ ti ≤ td ). The time t
j
kl (ti ) can be calculated according

to migration time estimation models in the literature (Eg.[6]). We

define a point ti in the time line as an opportunity, if the migration

of the identified VM j can be carried out from this point without any

SLA violations (or with the least violation of the SLA). We assume

that the migration time is much lesser compared to the buffer time.
There could be one or more opportunities in the interval (to , td ).
For simplicity, we assume the duration of migration as the metric

for determining the SLA violation. The objective is to find the

opportunities for migration of VM j from k to l when impact of

the migration is affordable i.e. to find points ti (t0 ≤ ti ≤ td ) in a

time series such that the expected time t
j
kl (ti ) for migrating VM

j starting at time ti is less than the affordable migration window

dmax and ti + t
j
kl (ti ) ≤ td .

3 PROPOSED SOLUTION
We propose two models for opportunistic migration based on the

level of information available to define an opportunity.

(1) Offline Model : wherein the predicted bandwidth and VM dy-

namics are available for the entire duration d . In such a case, all



the opportunities within the buffer time (t0, td ) are identified in

advance, using the expected time of migration at that point.

(2) Online Model : in which only the instantaneous information

and the history are known. In this model, the expected time for

migration starting at future time instants are not pre-calculated

and the present time is either chosen as an opportunity or not,

dynamically. The challenge is to decide whether to migrate a VM

at an opportunity or wait for upcoming opportunities.

Algorithm 1 Offline Opportunistic Migration

1: Input : The VM j, dest. host l , buffer time d .
2: Output: Time point tm for migration.

3: procedure Offline(j , l , d)
4: ti = t0
5: while ti ≤ ti + d do
6: Find bi ▷ Find average bandwidth to host l at ti
7: Find di ▷ Find average page dirtying rate at ti
8: ti = ti + s ▷ Increment the time by step s
9: end while
10: ti = t0 ▷ Initialize the opportunity to t0
11: tmin = L ▷ Initialize tmin with large value L
12: while ti ≤ ti + d do
13: Find averages of bi and di upto all t (> ti )
14: Calculate tj sufficient to migrate j [6]
15: if ∃tj and tmin < tj then
16: Set tmin = tj ▷ Update least migration time.

17: Set tm = ti ▷ Update the opportunity.

18: end if
19: ti = ti + s ▷ Increment the time by step s
20: end while
21: Return tm
22: end procedure

The offline solution is formally defined as a function in Algo-

rithm 1. For all the points within the buffer time, the average band-
width availability and page dirtying rate between the consecutive

points on the time line are calculated. These values are used to

estimate the the expected duration of migrations. Sub-arrays of the

time instants (a subset of the time line) within the buffer time is
calculated such that the corresponding migration is expected to

complete within the duration of the sub-array. The time point at

which the smallest such sub-array starts is selected as the opportu-

nity for migration.

Our experimental setup has two 8-Core x86 servers with 16GB

RAM, each running a KVM/QEMU hypervisor and connected by

1 Gbps through a Gigabit Ethernet switch. The VM images are

managed using a 1TB shared NFS storage. The virtual machine has 2

cores with 4096 MB RAM and an image size of 40GB. The migration

time is calculated by averaging the total time of 20 migrations of a

VM running workloads Faban
1
, OLTP or FileIO

2
. Proposed LM-O

algorithm migrates a VM at the best opportunity identified. The

average migration time of these migrations are compared with that

of an immediate live migration algorithm (LM-I) i.e. migration starts

1
http://faban.org

2
https://github.com/akopytov/sysbench

Figure 2: Average migration time of a VM. (for 20 migration
instances)

at t0 and a random model (LM-R) wherein the migration starts at a

random time during the buffer time.
Figure 2 shows that the proposed offline algorithm (LM-O), re-

duces the total migration time by 20%, on an average, compared

to other methods. An SLA violation can be defined in terms of the

maximum migration time or the down time permissible.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We have shown that the opportunistic migration reduces the aver-

age time for migration. Work is in progress for implementing the

online model with good workload prediction techniques.
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